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DISPOSITION:

(1)
Criminal
Law
§
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Review--Reversible Error--Conduct of Judge--Summary
Denial of Motion to Relieve Court-appointed Counsel.
--In a criminal prosecution, the trial court's denial of defendant's motion to relieve his court-appointed counsel
constituted reversible error, where the court did not permit defendant to state the reasons why he believed his
court-appointed counsel should be discharged. Such refusal denied defendant a fair trial, and the court on appeal could not conclude beyond a reasonable doubt that
denial of the motion did not contribute to defendant's
conviction.

The judgment is reversed.

SUMMARY:
CALIFORNIA OFFICIAL REPORTS SUMMARY
In a criminal proceeding, the trial court denied defendant's motion to relieve his court-appointed counsel.
The court permitted defendant to object to trial counsel,
but did not permit him to state the reasons why he believed his court-appointed counsel should be discharged.
(Superior Court of Los Angeles County, No. A-439846,
Peter H. Stevens, Judge.)

COUNSEL: Paul Halvonik, State Public Defender,
Charles M. Sevilla, Chief Assistant State Public Defender, Kent Richland and Violet C. Rabaya, Deputy State
Public Defenders, for Defendant and Appellant.

The Supreme Court reversed the judgment of conviction. The court held that the summary denial of defendant's motion to relieve his court-appointed counsel
without allowing him to state the reasons why he believed his counsel should be discharged constituted
prejudicial error. Because defendant might have catalogued acts and events beyond the observations of the
trial judge to establish the incompetence of his counsel,
the trial court denied defendant a fair trial, and the court
on appeal could not conclude beyond a reasonable doubt
that this denial of the effective assistance of counsel did
not contribute to defendant's conviction. (Opinion by
Newman, J., expressing the unanimous view of the
court.)

JUDGES: Opinion by Newman, J., expressing the
unanimous view of the court. Bird, C. J., Tobriner, J.,
Mosk, J., Clark, J., Richardson, J., and Manuel, J., concurred.
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20 Cal. 3d 496, *; 573 P.2d 40, **;
143 Cal. Rptr. 138, ***; 1978 Cal. LEXIS 181
[*497] [**40] [***138] A trial court order of
March 22, 1976, reads, "Defendant Lewis' motion to
relieve the Public Defender Mr. Lieman is heard and
Denied." On appeal Lewis contends that the denial was
unjustified. We agree.
People v. Marsden (1970) 2 Cal.3d 118 [84
Cal.Rptr. 156, 465 P.2d 44] held that a defendant must
be permitted to state the reasons why he believes a
court-appointed counsel should be discharged. Accordingly we quote from the record here to ascertain whether
the Marsden rule was observed:
"Mr. Lieman: Your Honor, Mr. Lewis would like to
address the Court. The Court: All right. Proceed, Mr.
Lewis. Defendant Lewis: Yes, Your Honor. The
Court: However, bear in mind anything you say can be
used against you in the case. Defendant Lewis: All
right. At this time I would like to state that I am not
satisfied with Mr. Lieman's [*498] services. I would
also request that he be removed from handling my case
and that a state appointed attorney would be appointed to
represent me in this matter. He is not handling my case
in the manner which I feel will vindicate my innocence .
. . ."
There was no further discussion of the point until the
court ruled as follows (italics added): "[As] to your request to relieve Mr. Lieman, this Court is very cognizant
of Mr. Lieman's competence and his abilities and your
request is not an unknown one, either, to the Court because it's quite often that a person under accusations such
as you have can become disenchanted with an attorney
that's handling their case. Defendant Lewis: Well -- The
Court: But the reason that an attorney is brought into the
picture is because of his knowledge and because of his
understanding of the situation, so at this time your request to discharge Mr. [**41] [***139] Lieman is
denied. I see no reason whatsoever to do so because I
know Mr. Lieman is an extremely competent attorney.
Defendant Lewis: Well, he is not handling my case, Your
Honor -- The Court: He may not be handling it the way
you wish it to be handled, sir, but he is handling the case

in the manner in which he feels the case should be handled as far as the law is concerned. You have the right,
of course, to a jury trial. That's exactly what we're going to proceed with just as soon as we eliminate these
preliminary phases. Defendant Lewis: Well, that being
the case, I would like to make a blanket objection to
these entire proceedings. I feel that my constitutional
rights are being violated here. The Court: All right, sir.
The objection is noted. The objection is overruled. We
will proceed with selection of the jury."
(1) Thus it appears that the judge, without
knowledge of Lewis' reasons, ruled against him because
". . . Mr. Lieman is an extremely competent attorney . . .
handling the case in the manner in which he feels the
case should be handled as far as the law is concerned."
The transcript shows further that after Lewis had
explained why, in addition to the motion to relieve his
lawyer, he wanted to make a motion to dismiss the
charges against him, the judge asked him ". . . whether or
not you have other grounds to support your motion to
dismiss other than the one that you stated." Lewis replied
"Well, no, no." Then, surprisingly, when he attempted
twice to explain to the judge his motion to relieve his
lawyer, the judge each time cut him off and proceeded
summarily to deny that motion. When trial courts proceed in such a manner they violate the Marsden rule.
[*499] Was the error prejudicial? "There can be
no doubt it was. On this record we cannot ascertain that
defendant had a meritorious claim, but that is not the test.
Because the defendant might have catalogued acts and
events beyond the observations of the trial judge to establish the incompetence of his counsel, the trial judge's
denial of the motion without giving defendant an opportunity to do so denied him a fair trial. We cannot conclude beyond a reasonable doubt that this denial of the
effective assistance of counsel did not contribute to the
defendant's conviction." ( People v. Marsden, supra, 2
Cal.3d at p. 126; also see People v. Munoz (1974) 41
Cal.App.3d 62, 66 [115 Cal.Rptr. 726].)
The judgment is reversed.
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